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1 Introduction 
  The present work can be considered as a part of a series of studies concerning phase space, linear canonical 
transformation and quantum theory that we have started and performed in our previous works [1],[2]. Through history 
and scientific literature, it can be remarked that the description of phase space in quantum theory and related problems 
like study of canonical transformations are among of the most interesting subjects. We may quote many works since 
the beginning of quantum physics and until nowadays; for instance we have [3-14]. A well known approach to tackle 
these problems is based on the utilization of the Wigner distribution but other approaches may be also considered. Our 
work is in this framework.  
Through all the paper, we use the natural system of units in which the light speed  and the reduced Planck constant  
are set to unity (  1	,   1). We use also bold faced letter to denote operators and normal letter for the eigenvalues. 
The matricial and tensorial notations used in the section 4 are those of the reference [15].  
The main result that we have obtained from [1] was the establishment of a phase space representation of quantum 
mechanics  which takes  into account the uncertainty relation.  It is based on the introduction of quantum states, 
denoted |, 	, 
, ∆〉,  defined by the means values 	, 
 and statistical dispersions ∆  2  1∆, ∆ 2  1∆ of coordinate  and momentum . ∆ and ∆ satisfying the relation ∆∆  .  
For the sake of simplicity of writing, we will  use the notation   ∆,   ∆,    ∆,	and     ∆. For instance, the state |, 	, 
, ∆〉 will be denoted by |, 	, 
,〉. The wave functions corresponding 
to a state |, 	, 
,〉  |, 	, 
, ∆〉  respectively in coordinate and momentum representation are the Harmonic 
Hermite-Gaussian functions denoted by 
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|, 	, 
,  , 	, 
,   , 	, 
, Δ 
 
 and their Fourier transform denoted by 
 |, 	, 
,   , 	, 
,  , 	, 
, Δ. 
 
These functions were introduced and used in our previous works [1], [2], [16]. Explicitly we have  
 
|, 	, 
,   , 	, 
,   !"√$2! √2& '!	()*
+, 	-./ 																																																							1 
|, 	, 
,  , 	, 
,   0!/√$2! √2& '!	1)2
+, 	!."0!/																																																	2 
 
As usual   is the Hermite polynomial of degree . ∆  	, ∆  	,  ∆    and   ∆   
satisfying the relations 
 ∆∆    12																																																																																											3 ∆∆    	  14																																																																	4 
The state |, 	, 
, 〉 is the eigenstate of the coordinate and momentum dispersion operators 56 and 57 respectively 
with the eigenvalues 2  1  and 2  1  . If we denote respectively 6  and 7  the momentum and 
coordinate operators [1], [2], [17] we have [1] 
56  12 86 9 
  7 9 	 :   12 ;6 9 
  47 9 	<																																						5 
57  12 86 9 
  7 9 	 :   12 ;46 9 
  7 9 	<																																						6 56|, 	, 
, 〉  2  1|, 	, 
,〉  2  1|, 	, 
,〉																																							7 57|, 	, 
,〉  2  1|, 	, 
,〉  2  1|, 	, 
, 〉																																						8 
In our work [2], it was remarked that a link may be established between linear canonical transformation and the phase 
space representation of quantum mechanics. In the present work, we show that this link can be described properly with 
the introduction of a Lie algebra that we may call dispersion operators algebra. This Lie algebra is generated by the 
dispersion operators and some other operators related to them. We have remarked during the design of the present 
work that operators analogous to these operators have been already introduced and studied previously in various works 
on linear canonical transformation [18]. As mentioned, our main contribution in this paper is the exploitation of some 
properties of these operators in the introduction of the dispersion operators algebra to describe properly the relations 
that can be established between this algebra, the phase space representation and linear canonical transformation. We 
introduce also a generalization of the results for the case of multidimensional theory. 
 
2 Dispersion Operators Algebra 
2.1 Definitions and properties 
  Let us consider the three hermitian operators  
ABC
BDE-  56  12 ;6 9 
  47 9 	<			E!  12 ;6 9 
 9 47 9 	<														EF  ;6 9 
7 9 	  7 9 	6 9 
<
																																																												9 
Using the commutation relation of 7 and  ,;7, 6<!  H, we can deduce the following commutation relations 
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I;E-, E!<!  4HEF				;E!, EF<!  94HE-;EF, E-<!  4HE!				 																																																																																10 
Let K	be the complex vectorial space generated by the linear combination E  LE-  ME!  NEF 
of the three operators E-, E!and EFwith L, M, N three complex numbers. It can be deduced easily form the relation (10) 
that K is a complex Lie algebra of three dimensions. For any two elements E  LE-  ME!  NEF E  LE-  ME!  NEF 
of K, it may be shown that  EO  ;E, E<!  LOE-  MOE!  NOEF 
with 
ILO  94HMN 9 NMMO  4HNL 9 NLNO  4HLM 9 LM  
is also an element of K. The Lie algebra K may be called dispersion operators algebra. 
For future use and convenience, we introduce the following operators 
AC
DP!  1√2 ;6 9 
 9 2H7 9 	<																P-  1√2 ;6 9 
  2H7 9 	<  P!Q
	⇔ 	AC
D6 9 
  1√2 P!  P-					7 9 	  H2√2 P! 9 P-
																											11 
ABC
BD7  7 9 	√2∆  7 9 	√2  7 9 	√2  √2∆7 9 	  √27 9 	  √27 9 	6  6 9 
√2∆  6 9 
√2  6 9 
√2  √2∆6 9 
  √26 9 
  √26 9 

												12 
ABC
BDP!  P!√2  1√2 86 9 
√2 9 H 7 9 	√2 :  1√2 ;6 9 H7<P-  P-√2  1√2 86 9 
√2  H 7 9 	√2 :  1√2 ;6 9 H7<
																																					13 
The following relations can be deduced 
I E-  6  7  P!P-  P-P!E!  6 9 7  P!  P-EF  67  76  HP! 9 P-				 																																																					14 
We may remark that the sets S6, 7T, 67  76U, S6, 7T, 67  76U SP!P-  P-P!, P!T, P-TU, SP!P-  P-P!, P!T, P-TU 
are also four basis of the dispersion operators algebra K. 
We have the following commutation relations ;P!, P-<_  2																																																																																			15 
;7, 6<!  87 9 	√2 , 6 9 
√2 :!  ;7 9 	, 6 9 
<!  ;7, 6<!  H																									16 
;P!, P-<  12 ;P!, P-< 	 1																																																										17 
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I;7, 6	<!  2H7;67, 6	<!  H6;76, 6	<!  H6 																																																																														18 
I;6, 7	<!  92H6;67, 7	<!  9H7;76, 7	<!  9H7 																																																																											19 
I;6, 7	<!  92H67  76;6, 67	<!  92H6									;7	, 67	<!  2H7													 																																																								20 
We may define the operators   
AB
C
BDE-  E
-4  14 6  7T  14 P!P-  P-P!	E!  E!4  14 6  7T  14 P!  P-EF  EF4  14 67  76  H4 P! 9 P-						
																																																					21 
The set SE-, E!, EFU is also a basis of the dispersion operator algebra K.It may be deduced easily from the commutation 
relation of E-, E!and EFthat E-, E!and EFsatisfy to the following commutation relations 
 
I;E-, E!<!  HEF			;E!, EF<!  9HE-;EF, E-<!  HE!			 																																																																																			22 
And we have   
ABC
BD;E-, 6<!  12 H7				;E!, 6<!  912 H7;EF, 6<!  12 H6			
																																																																																					23 
ABC
BD;E-, 7<!  912 H6;E!, 7<!  912 H6;EF, 7<!  912 H7
																																																																																					24 
2.2 Representation of the dispersion operators algebra over the state space of a particle 
To define a representation of the dispersion operators algebra  K over the state space W of a particle, we have to find the 
matrix representation of the three operators E-, E!and EF in a basis of W. It is obvious that an adequate basis is the 
basis S|, 	, 
, 〉U composed by the eigenstates of the momentum dispersion operator E- 
 E-|, 	, 
, 〉  2  1|, 	, 
, 〉																																																																							25 E-is represented by a diagonal matrix with elements equal to 2  1. 
Now we have to find the expressions of  E!|, 	, 
, 〉 and EF|, 	, 
,〉. We consider the relation 
 
I E-  P!P-  P-P!E!  ;P!  P-<EF  H;P! 9 P-<																																																																																			26 
 
Let us first search for the expression of P!|, 	, 
,〉 and P-|, 	, 
, 〉. From the commutation relation  ;P!, P-<! 1 we can deduce the relation 
 E-  P!P-  P-P!  2P-P!  1 	 2P!P- 9 1																																								27 
and the commutation relations 
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X;E-, P!<!  92P!;E-, P-<!  2P-				 																																																																								28 
 
Then from the relations (27) and (28), it may be deduced after lengthy but straightforward calculations that 
 YP!|, 	, 
, 〉  √| 9 1, 	, 
,〉								P-|, 	, 
,〉  √  1|  1, 	, 
, 〉																																																							29 
So YP!|, 	, 
,〉  P!√| 9 1, 	, 
,〉  $ 9 1| 9 2, 	, 
,〉																			P-|, 	, 
,〉  P-√  1| 9 1, 	, 
,〉  $  1  2|  2, 	, 
, 〉																											30 
As XE!  ;P!  P-<	EF  H;P! 9 P-< 																																																																								31 
 
we obtain for the representation of the three operators E-, E!and EF in the basis S|, 	, 
, 〉U of the state space W of a 
particle 
 
ZE
-|, 	, 
,〉  2  1|, 	, 
,〉																																																																																					E!|, 	, 
,〉  $ 9 1| 9 2, 	, 
,〉  $  1  2|  2, 	, 
,〉					EF|, 	, 
,〉  H [$ 9 1| 9 2, 	, 
, 〉 9 $  1  2|  2, 	, 
, 〉\																				32 
 
We may also write these relations in the form 
Z E-|, 	, 
, 〉  2  1|, 	, 
,〉																																						E! 9 HEF|, 	, 
,〉  2$ 9 1| 9 2, 	, 
,〉											E!  HEF|, 	, 
,〉  2$  1  2|  2, 	, 
, 〉																															33 
 
3 Linear Canonical Transformations 
 
3.1 Definitions and properties 
 
In quantum mechanics, a linear canonical transformation can be defined as a linear transformation mixing the 
coordinate operator 7 and the momentum operator 6 and leaving invariant the commutator ;7, 6<  H [2]. As 7 and 6 
are linked with the operators 7 and 6 through the linear relations (12), we may also take a definition of linear canonical 
transformation as linear transformation mixing 7 and  6 
 X6]  Π6  Θ77]  Ξ6  Λ7 ⟺ 6] 7]  6 7 cΠ ΞΘ Λd																																																						34 
in which 
 
ABC
BD7′  7′ 9 	′√2′  7′ 9 	′√2′  √2′7′ 9 	′  $2′7′ 9 	′6′  6′ 9 
′√2′  6′ 9 
′√2′  √2′6′ 9 
′  $2′6′ 9 
′
																																			35 
;7′, 6′<!  12′′ ;7′ 9 	′, 6′ 9 
′<!  ;7′, 6′<!																																																					36 
where 7′and  6′are the new coordinate and momentum operators resulting from the transformation. If we have a linear 
canonical transformation, we must have 
 ;7′, 6′<  ;7, 6<  H																																																																																37 
 
So taking into account the relation (36), we must have  
 ;7′, 6′<  ;7′, 6′<  ;7, 6<  H  ;7, 6<																																																													38 
 
Then in our case the full definition of the linear canonical transformation is  
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I 6]  Π6  Θ77]  Ξ6  Λ7;7′, 6′<  ;7, 6<  H 																																																																																					39 
The last condition ;7′, 6′<  ;7, 6<  H leads to the relation 
ΠΛ 9 ΘΞ  1	 ⟺ fΠ ΞΘ Λf  1																																																																							40 
If we consider real linear canonical transformation (the parameters Π, Λ, Ξ	and	Θ are real) the relation (40) means 
that the matrix cΠ ΞΘ Λd is an element of the special linear group jk2,l. We may write it in the form 
 cΠ ΞΘ Λd  'm  'nmo mpm+ m,q																																																																										41 
with m an element of the Lie algebra rs2,l of the Lie group jk2,l, we have 
 ΠΛ 9 ΘΞ  1 ⟺mt  9m ⟺m  nm mOm 9mq																																														42 
 
Then, for an infinitesimal linear canonical transformation, we have 
 cΠ ΞΘ Λd  1 m  c1 00 1d  nm mOm 9mq  n1 m mOm 1 9mq																																	43 
 
So X6]  Π6  Θ7  6 m6 m77]  Ξ6  Λ7  7 mO69m7 																																																																				44 
3.2 Unitary representation and relation with dispersion operators  
As the linear canonical transformation is a transformation which affects quantum operators, we may represent it by an 
unitary transformation  
X6]  Π6  Θ7  u6uQ7]  Ξ6  Λ7  u7uQ 																																																																																		45 
where u is a unitary operator which can be considered as acting in the state space W of a particle. It may be verified 
that the commutator ;7, 6<  H is invariant under the unitary representation defined in (45) as expected for a linear 
canonical transformation 
;7′, 6′<  ;u7uQ, u6uQ<  u7uQu6uQ 9 u6uQu7uQ  u;7,6<uQ  HuuQ  H																					46 
It can be shown that u may be written in the form 
u  '.E  '.vwEw-	v)E)-vFEF																																																																									47 
in which E  x-E-  x!E!  xFEF  is an element of the dispersion operators algebra and  x-, x!, xF  three real 
numbers. In fact, for an infinitesimal transformation, we have  
 u  1  Hx-E-  x!E!  xFEF																										uQ  1 9 Hx-E-  x!E!  xFEF 
 
Then it can be deduced from (45) that  
 X6]  6  Hx-;E-, 6<!  Hx!;E!, 6<!  HxF;EF, 6<!7]  7  Hx-;E-, 7<!  Hx!;E!, 7<!  HxF;EF, 7<! 																																																						48 
Taking into account the relations (23) and (24), we obtain  
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Z6]  6 9 12x-7  12x!7 9 12xF6  6 9 12xF6  12 x! 9 x-77]  7  12x-6  12x!6  12xF7  7  12 x!  x-6  12xF7 																																				49 
 
identifying the relations (44) and (49) it is deduced  
ABC
BDm  912xF										m  12 x! 9 x-mO  12 x!  x-
																																																																																					50 
 
 So briefly, we have for a linear canonical transformation 
 X6]  Π6  Θ7  u6uQ7]  Ξ6  Λ7  u7uQ ⇔ 6] 7]  6 7 cΠ ΞΘ Λd																																											51 
with cΠ ΞΘ Λd  'm  'nmo mpm+ m,q  'o+n !vF vw-v)v)!vw vF q																																																										52 
and u  '.vwEw-v)E)-vFEF																																																																																		53 
The unitarity of u results from the hermiticity of the operators E-, E!and EF. 
3.3 Transformation law of the basis SE-, E!, EFU of the dispersion operators algebra 
Taking into account the relation (14) and (21), we may define the operators  
IE-]  ′;6′  7′T<E!]  ′;6′ 9 7′T<EF]  ]6]7]  7]6] 																																																																															54 
AB
C
BDE-]  E
-]4′  14 ;6′  7′T<E!]  E!]4′  14 ;6′ 9 7′T<EF]  EF]4′  14 6]7]  7]6]
																																																																			55 
 
Taking into account the relations (51), we obtain 
ABC
BDE-]  12 ;Π  Θ<E-  12 ;Ξ 9 Λ<E!  ΠΘ  ΞΛEF  uE-uQE!]  12 ;Π  Θ<E- 9 12 ;Ξ 9 Λ<E!  ΠΘ 9 ΞΛEF  uE!uQEF]  ΠΞ  ΘΛE-  ΠΞ 9 ΘΛE!  ΠΛ  ΘΞEF  uEFuQ																	
																											56 
AB
C
BDE-]  12
] S;Π  Θ<E-  12 ;Ξ 9 Λ<E!  ΠΘ  ΞΛEFU  ] uE-uQE!]  12] S;Π  Θ<E- 9 12 ;Ξ 9 Λ<E!  ΠΘ 9 ΞΛEFU  ] uE!uQEF]  ] S;ΠΞ  ΘΛE-  ΠΞ 9 ΘΛE!  ΠΛ  ΘΞEF<U  ] uEFuQ														
																	57 
4 Multidimensional Generalization 
4.1 Dispersion Operators Algebra 
Let 6y and 7z be respectively the momentum and coordinate components [1]. They obey the commutation relation {6y, 7z|!  H}yz. We may generalize the operators E-, E!, EF by the following tensor operators 
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ABC
BDEyz-  12 ;6y 9 
~6z 9 
  4~7 9 	7 9 	<Eyz!  12 ;	6y 9 
~6z 9 
 9 4~7 9 	7 9 	<EyzF  ~;6z 9 
7 9 	  7 9 	6z 9 
<														
																																					58 
in which ~ are the components of the momentum dispersion-codispersion tensor [1]. Let ~  be the components of 
the symmetric bilinear form  associated with the considered space. For the case of a general -dimensional pseudo-
Euclidian space, if -, ! is the signature of 	-  !   , we have 
 
~  I				1					M  N  0,1, … , - 9 1													91				M  N  -, -  1,… , 9 1			0					M  N																																												 																																																									59 
 
for instance, in the case of Minkowski space, the signature of  is 1,3. So we have 
 
~  I 1						M  N  0						91				M  N  1, 2, 3	0			M  N																 																																																																															60 
 
If we introduce the operators  6yand 7zdefined by the relations 
Y6y  √2yz6y  
~7z  √2yz7y  	~ 																																																																																							61 
with yz  and yzverifying the relations 
Z~  12~  ~zy  12}yz 																																																																												62 
 
(}y being the components of the Kronecker’s symbol ) we obtain 
ZEyz-  yzE-Eyz!  yzE!EyzF  yzEF 																																																																																									63 
in which  
ABC
BDEyz-  14 6y6z  7y7zEyz!  14 6y6z 9 7y7zEyzF  14 6y7z  7z6y
																																																																															64 
If we define also the operators  
AC
DP~!  1√2 6~ 9 H7~P~-  1√2 6y  H7y
																																																																																					65 
We have  
ABC
BDEyz-  14 P~-P!  P~!P-																																																																							Eyz!  14 P~-P-  P~!P!																																																																							EyzF  H8 c{P~-, P!|- 9 {P~-, P-|-  {P~!, P!|- 9 {P~!, P-|-d										
																						66 
{P~-, P!|-being the anticomutator {P~-, Pz!|-  P~-P!  P!P~- 
 
From the commutation relation {6y, 7z|!  H}yz we may deduce the following commutators 
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{6y, 7z|!  H~																																																																																											67 {P~-, Pz!|!  ~																																																																																													68 
AC
D{7y7z, 6|!  9H7y 9 ~7z{6y7z, 6|!  9H6y																				{7y6z, 6|!  9H~6z																				 																																																														69 
AC
D{6y6z, 7|!  H6y  ~6z{6y7z	, 7|!  H~7z																					{7y6z, 7|!  H7y																					 																																																															70 
ABC
BD;Eyz- , 6<!  9 H4 7y  ~7z;Eyz! , 6<!  H4 7y  ~7z				;EyzF , 6<!  9 H2 6y																					
																																																														71 
ABC
BD ;Eyz- , 7<!  H4 6y  ~6z;Eyz! , 7<!  H4 6y  ~6z;EyzF , 7<!  H2 ~7z																									
																																																															72 
AB
BBB
C
BBB
BD{6y6z, 77|!  H6y7  6y7  ~76z  ~76z		{6y6z, 67|!  H6y6  ~66z																																													{6y6z, 76|!  H6y6  ~66z																																												{7y7z, 67|!  9H7y7 9 ~77z																																										{7y7z, 76|!  9H7y7 9 ~77z																																											{6y7z, 67|!  9H6y7  ~67z																																											{6y7z, 76|!  9H6y7  ~67z																																										{7y6z, 76|!  H7y6 9 ~76z																																														
																						73 
ABC
BD{Eyz- , E- |!  H8 {EyF 9 EyF   EyF 9 EyF   ~EzF 9 EzF   ~EzF 9 EzF |				{Eyz! , E! |!  9 H8 {EyF 9 EyF   EyF 9 EyF   ~EzF 9 EzF   ~EzF 9 EzF |{EyzF , EF |!  H2 ~EF 9 EyzF 																																																																																																						
										74 
ABC
BD{Eyz- , E! |!  H8 {EyF  EyF   EyF  EyF   ~EzF  EzF   ~EzF  EzF |			{Eyz! , EF |!  H4 {Ey-  Ey!   ~Ez-  Ez!   Ey- 9 Ey!   ~Ez- 9 Ez! |				{EyzF , E- |!  9 H4 {Ey-  Ey!   Ey-  Ey!  9 ~Ez- 9 Ez!  9 ~Ez- 9 Ez! |
										75 
 
It can be deduced easily from the relations (74) and (75) that the set  SEyz- , Eyz! , EyzF U is a basis of a Lie algebra which is 
the dispersion operators algebra for the multidimensional case. 
As the indices M, N, , L run from 0	to  9 1, the dimension  of this dispersion operators algebra which is equal to the 
numbers of the elements of the basis SEyz- , Eyz! , EyzF U is  
    12    12    2  1																																																								76 
In fact, from the relation (64) we can deduce that the number of operators  Eyz- is equal to  -  , the number of 
operators Eyz!  equal to  -    and the number of operators  EyzF  equal to . 
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4.2 Linear Canonical Transformations 
We may define the linear canonical transformation as the linear transformation given by the relation 
 Y6y]  Π~6z  Θ7z7y]  Ξ~6z  Λ~7z ⇔ 6] 7]  6 7 cΠ ΞΘ Λd																																																							77 
and which leave invariant the canonical commutation relations 
 
AC
D{6~] 	, 6] |!  {6y, 6z|!  0								{7~] 	, 7] |!  {7y, 7z|!  0								{6~] 	, 7] |!  {6y, 7z|!  H~ 			 																																																																											78 
we obtain the following conditions 
 
Z Π~Θ 9 Θ~Π  0Ξ~Λ 9 Λ~Ξ  0Π~Λ 9 ΞΘ~  ~ ⇔ I
ΠΘ 9 ΘΠ  0ΞΛ 9 ΛΞ  0ΠΛ9ΘΞ   ⇔ cΠ ΞΘ Λd
 n 0 9 0q cΠ ΞΘ Λd  n 0 9 0q																			79 
 
If the signature of   is , 0 , it is equal to the  F  identity matrix    (case of Euclidian space), the   relation 
(79) become cΠ ΞΘ Λd n 0 9 0 q cΠ ΞΘ Λd  	 n 0 9 0 q																																																											80 
 
according to this relation the 2 F 2  matrix cΠ ΞΘ Λd  is in this case a symplectic matrix i.e an element of the 
symplectic group  j	2. We may generalize this result for the general case of pseudo-Euclidian space i.e with  
having a signature -, ! : in that case, we may call a matrix   cΠ ΞΘ Λd verifying the relation (79) a pseudo-
symplectic matrix and their set the pseudo-symplectic group.  We may denote this Lie group  j	2-, 2! and its 
Lie algebra r2-, 2!. The matrix  cΠ ΞΘ Λd can be written in the form 
 cΠ ΞΘ Λd  'm  'nmo mpm+ m,q																																																																													81 
in which  m  nm mOm mtq is an element of the Lie algebra r2-, 2!, we have  
cΠ ΞΘ Λd n 0 9 0q cΠ ΞΘ Λd  n 0 9 0q ⇔ Im
  m				mO  mO				mt  9m 																																															82 
 
It can be deduced easily from the relation (82) that the matrix m and his transpose m are of the form 
 m  nm mOm 9mq															m  n m mmO 9mq																																																					83 
If we introduce the parametrization 
 
m  m  mO   																																																																																													84 
We obtain for m and  m 
 m  n  9q																						m  n  9q																																																		85 
 
Then for an infinitesimal linear canonical transformation, we have  
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6] 7]  6 71 m  6 7 n1    1 9 q 
X 6]  6  6  77]  7  6 9 7 ⇔ Y6y]  6y  ;<~6z  ;<~7z7y]  7y  ;<~6z 9 ;<~7z 
Y6y]  6y  ~6  ~77y]  7y  ~6z 9 ~7z 																																																														86 
We may introduce a unitary representation of the linear canonical transformation 
Y6y]  u6yuQ7y]  u7yuQ 																																																																																																87 
and we can verify that u anduQcan be  given by the relations 
Y u  '.vwEw -v)E) -vFEF 	uQ  '!.vwEw -v)E) -vFEF  																																																																											88 
In fact, for an infinitesimal transformation 
Yu  1  Hx-E-  x!E!  xFEF 		uQ  1 9 Hx- ¡E ¡-  x! ¡E ¡!  xF ¡E ¡F  																																																													89 
So (87) become 
6y]  6y  Hx-;E- , 6y<!  Hx!;E! , 6y<!  HxF;EF , 6y<!7y]  7y  Hx-;E- , 7y<!  Hx!;E! , 7y<!  HxF;EF , 7y<! 																														90 
 
Then, taking into account the relations (71) and (72), we obtain 
Z6y]  6y  12~x- 9 x!7  12xF~6z7y]  7y 9 12~x-  x!6 9 12~xF7z 																																																						91 
Indefying the relations (86) and (91) gives 
ABC
BD  	12 xF 																			  12 x- 9 x!				  912 x-  x!
⇔
ABC
BD  12xF 																		  12 x- 9 x!				  912 x- 9 x!
																																																						92 
then the relations in (83) and (85) become 
m  nm mOm 9mq  n  9q  12 n xF 9x-  x!x- 9 x! 9xF q																												93 
m  n m mmO 9mq  n  9q  12 n xF x- 9 x!9x- 9 x! 9xF q																								94 
So briefly, we have for a linear canonical transformation in the case of multidimensional theory 
 Y6y]  Π~6z  Θ7z  u6yuQ7y]  Ξ~6z  Λ~7z  u7yuQ ⇔ 6] 7]  6 7 cΠ ΞΘ Λd																																															95 
with 
cΠ ΞΘ Λd  'm  'o+¢ £vF¤ !£vw-v)£vw!v) !£vF ¥																																																																				96 
and 
u  '.vwEw -v)E) -vFEF 																																																																																						97 
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5 Conclusions  
The results obtained in the sections 2 and 3 show that the introduction of the dispersion operators algebra permits to 
perform a natural and well description of the link which can be established between the phase space representation of 
quantum mechanics and linear canonical transformation. This link is a consequence of the existence of relationship 
between dispersion operators and the phase space representation on one hand and dispersion operator algebra and 
linear canonical transformation on the other hand. The phase space representation is built with the eigeinstates |, 	, 
,〉 of dispersion operators; linear canonical transformation can be represented using the dispersion operators 
algebra. The relations (32), (33) and (53) allows to conclude that a right way to describe and to represent linear 
canonical transformation over state space in framework of quantum mechanics is to use the basis S|, 	, 
,〉U. 
The calculations performed in the section 4 show that these main results obtained for the case of one dimension 
quantum mechanics may be generalized in the case of multidimensional theory.  
The results that we have established in this paper may have many interesting applications in various scientific 
and technical fields. 
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